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why professional ethics? 

Therac-25... Y2K... 

complex relationships... with people who have 
severely limited understanding of IT systems 
and how they work 

the work of computer professionals involves 
social relationships (with clients, employers 
and others...) 
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the paradigm of professions 

social mechanism for managing expertise and 
deploying it in ways that benefits society 

not individual basis, societies choose to 
recognize professions 

a group making a pact with society, making 
promises and commitments, gaining special 
powers and protections (doctors, police, 
lawyers...) 

not about salaries or social status, it is about 
being “strongly differentiated” 
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characteristics of professions 

1) mastery of an esoteric body of knowledge 

which is abstract and systematized, can be 
mastered only through disciplined study – 
typically higher ed, researchers devote 
themselves to continuous improvement of 
body of knowledge while practitioners use 
the knowledge (medicine, engineering...) 
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characteristics of professions 

2) autonomy 

a good deal of autonomy in daily work 
compared to employees who take orders and 
are closely supervised, autonomy both at 
work and regulating themselves – admission 
standards, educational requirements, 
standards of practice, “self-policing”, 
outsiders are not capable of understanding 
the esoteric body of knowlegde 
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characteristics of professions 

3) formal organization 

single unifying orgs recognized by regional 
and/or national govns, even in some cases 
specify criteria for licensing members and 
power to expel individual members from 
profession 
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characteristics of professions 

4) code of ethics 

a code of professional conduct, public 
statement for public, a formal specification of 
special contract, offen difficult to enforce but 
very important issue 
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characteristics of professions 

5) a culture of practice 

distinctive culture (medicine – health, auditor – 
unbiased judgement etc.) e.g. medicine 
values science but compassionate to 
patients, engineering emphasizes 
efficiency and objectivity, the culture of 
profession sometimes under attack – 
medicine (arrogant), police (ruthless), lawyer 
(dishonest), engineers (socially inept and 
myopic), society recognization is also 
important 
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characteristics of professions 

social contract with society – a system of trust, 
the social contract does not exist forever, it 
can be broken or re-negotiated where 
required 
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sorting out computing and its status 
as a profession 

challenging task – computer experts occupy so 
many different roles in a wide variety of 
contexts (jobs), wide range of education 
systems even some successful specialists 
have no formal training in computing 

huge demand for computer expertise – not 
surprisingly many people have degrees in 
fields other than computing 

a relatively new field, most differentiated is 
“software engineering” 
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mastery of knowledge 

most computer experts are adept at a body of 
knowledge, the important question is: 

“Is there a core body of knowledge that unifies all 
computer professionals?” 

is this more like a craft then science? 

accreditation systems e.g. Accreditation Board for 
Engineering and Technology (ABET) in US 

credentials (certificates) don’t contribute to 
professionalization of computing 

researcher/practitioner not exactly divided, not only 
scientists develop, also in R&D labs in IT industries 
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formal organization 

not single institution – quite variety 

no universally accepted formal admission 
process, accreditated degree in CE or CS or 
particular certification may have an 
advantage for certain positions 
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autonomy 

no regulation about who can do what in 
computing – varying degrees of autonomy 
for individuals 

ABET is most collective power 

control over computer code – an important 
form of autonomy, power on behalf of others 
who cannot understand or read code ->     
be careful, it also correlates to 
responsibility! 
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codes of ethics 

no single code e.g. 1992, ACM Code of Ethics 

the process of developing and adopting a code 
of ethics is complex and often highly 
politicized 
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the culture of computing 

variety again -> difficult to generalize culture 

e.g. is this culture male? stereotypes of 
engineers as males who block out their social 
environment, preferring technical challenges 
to social interactions 

but with Internet, being glued to computer is 
no more a non-social activity 
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bottomline: 

~ mastery of esoteric body of knowledge, code 
of ethics (several) 

absolutely not a strongly differentiated 
profession – no special powers or privileges 

more profession than car sellers, waitresses, 
bank clerks... less than medicine, law, 
accounting 

software engineers (a subgroup of 
computing) are the pioneers 

sorting out computing and its status 
as a profession 
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quality and safety of software being sold – 
controlling quality 

Texas licensing software engineers since 1998, 
no states followed, set of minimum 
requirements and an exam to pass, ACM 
Code of Ethics also 

in Canada even “engineering” of computing is 
controversary, lawsuits against software 
engineering, some approved by some 
engineering organizations 

software engineering 
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software engineering 
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grew out of a growing awareness about 
“software crisis” 

larger programs -> exponential increase in 
failures and bugs – even impossible to fix 

software engineering 
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software engineering discipline focuses on: 

1) speficification: requirement analysis 

2) development: abstraction, matching specs, CASE 
tools (computer assisted software engineering), 
object-oriented design (functions manipulating 
shared data structures –> objects passing each 
other msgs) 

3) validation: testing, dramatically mostly given to 
fresh personnel, much harder than testing other 
engineering artifacts (not like a bridge), testing 
usually in stages 

4) evolution: evolving sw to meet the changing needs 
of users 

software engineering 
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software quality is really improving due to 
appropriate use of software engineering 
techniques 

software engineering 
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National Council of Examiners for Engineering 
and Surveying 

computer engineering 
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computer engineering 
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1) employer – employee 

2) client – professional 

3) other stakeholders – professional 

4) professional – professional 

5) conflicting responsibilities 

professional relationships 
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relationship starts after hiring, some written 
(tasks, salary, hours of work...) and some 
not mentioned (assumed or not anticipated) 

assumed – not doing sth illegal, working 
overtime, no public speaking, not refusing 
assignments (even when employee thinks 
immoral) 

Kant’s categorical imperative holds, employee 
provides labor, employer provides 
compensation, no party treats other as 
means to an end, both must be honest, if 
lying to manipulate -> means to an end 

employer – employee 
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workplace hazards -> exploiting employees 
weaknesses, outstanding salaries with benefits, not 
mentioning about dangers, employees being treated 
merely as means to an end 

loyalty -> most difficult area, loyalty both good and 
bad, bad if I choose my friend for an application, 
good for being loyal to company (increasing level – 
up to family etc.), vote-routing and buying products 
enforcement (abuse of loyality) 

trade secrecy – the generic knowledge captured is my 
only asset, resigning contracts 

employer – employee 
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contractual relationship on formal (written) contract 

client seeks professional’s special knowledge and 
expertise, the client has no knowledge and must 
depend on the professional 

trust -> doctor – patient, lawyer – client, architect – 
client, teacher – student 

agency model -> simply do what client requestes 
(stockbroker) 

paternalistic model -> other extreme, all decision-
making on professional (doctor) 

fiduciary model -> both parties have roles – need 
trust 

doctor – computer professional analogy on all levels 

client – professioal 
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activities may affect others who are neither 
employers nor clients 

law cannot possibly anticipate all effects of 
professional’s work 

ultimately hard to accurately predict (systems 
as components of larger systems, or doesn’t 
know how will it be used) 

this doesn’t mean no responsibility – 
professionals must even have different 
understandings (not direct contact like 
lawyers or doctors, affecting indirectly) 

other stakeholders – professional 
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protecting sued companions, not critisizing each other 
publicly, help each other getting jobs -- both sides of 
loyalty again 

scenario: air traffic control software, alcoholic co-
worker in testing dept, what to do? 

what do you owe your co-professional? 

what do you owe your employer? 

what do you owe the public? 

balancing obligations, help your co-worker because 
behavior will affect reputation? tolerating is 
important but up to which degree? (e.g. space hulk) 

professional – professional 
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when to “rock the boat”? when to “blow the whistle”? 

even conflicts at start: 

- Should I work on military projects or other projects 
that I believe are likely to have bad effects? 

- What am I to do when I know that a certain kind of 
system can never be built safely or securely enough, 
but I need the money or my company needs the 
contract? 

- What do I do when a client is willing to settle for 
much less safety or security than is appropriate? 

conflicting responsibilities 
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breaking ranks within an organization in order 
to make unauthorized disclosure of 
information about a harmful situation after 
attempts in organizational channels fail 

whistleblowing 
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engineer Roger Boisjoly (Morton Thiokol engineer) 
working for Challenger project on O-rings which seal 
connections at booster rockets, 1985, saw in two 
occasions that primary O-ring fails, report at NASA 
officials, NASA officials frustrated, he turned to vice 
president of engineering Robert Lund that O-ring 
failure is very critical and shuttle can be lost if the 
problem wasn’t fixed 

Morton Thiokol / NASA 
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engineer Roger Boisjoly (Morton Thiokol engineer) 
working for Challenger project on O-rings which seal 
connections at booster rockets, 1985, saw in two 
occasions that primary O-ring fails, report at NASA 
officials, NASA officials frustrated, he told to vice 
president of engineering Robert Lund that O-ring 
failure is very critical and shuttle can be lost if the 
problem wasn’t fixed 

January 27, 1986 group of Morton Thiokol engineers 
met to discuss tomorrow’s launch, Florida in the 
middle of cold snap, about -8 C overnight, engineers 
knew that cold temperatures can trigger O-ring 
failures, 14-slide presentation to describe problem 

Morton Thiokol / NASA 
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evening of January 27 Morton Thiokol teleconference with NASA 
centers (Marshall and Kennedy Space Centers), presentation 
ends with “do not launch Challenger if temperature is 
below 12 C”, NASA asks Morton Thiokol side for a go/no-go 
decision, Morton Thiokol vice president said “no” 

NASA officials quite displeased, launch have already been delayed 
several times, they want it correspond with president union 
speech tomorrow, Kilminster asked for 5-min break 
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and VP Calvin Wiggins “launch”, VP Joseph Kilminster and VP 
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evening of January 27 Morton Thiokol teleconference with NASA 
centers (Marshall and Kennedy Space Centers), presentation 
ends with “do not launch Challenger if temperature is 
below 12 C”, NASA asks Morton Thiokol side for a go/no-go 
decision, Morton Thiokol vice president said “no” 

NASA officials quite displeased, launch have already been delayed 
several times, they want it correspond with president union 
speech tomorrow, Kilminster asked for 5-min break 

Morton Thiokol’s top managers gathered, senior VP Jerald Mason 
and VP Calvin Wiggins “launch”, VP Joseph Kilminster and VP 
Robert Lund “no”, Mason told Lund “to take of his engineering 
hat and put on his management hat” (More than half of Morton-
Thiokol’s profits come from NASA), Lund changed his mind: 
vote: 3 against 1 (Kilminster) 

Kilminster returns to teleconference and says the NASA 
officials to “go ahead” 

Morton Thiokol / NASA 
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Morton Thiokol / NASA 

January 28, 1986 

Cape Canaveral, Florida 

73 seconds after lift-off 
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a month after loss Boisjoly has been testified 
at investigation, lawyers of Morton Thiokol 
advised him to reply every question with only 
“yes” or “no”, Boisjoly explained everything 
and shared his hypotheses with investigation 
commission supporting his claims with his 
1985 report, contradictions with Morton 
Thiokol management testimony 

then what? 

Morton Thiokol / NASA 
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Boisjoly isolated from NASA personnel, 
removed from O-ring re-design efforts, 
distressed by hostile environment, Boisjoly 
resigned from Morton Thiokol at July, 1986, 
found a job +2 years later as a forensic 
engineer 

Morton Thiokol / NASA 
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computer chips (both digital and analog 
parts) at California, chips into fighter planes 
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$300 - $5000 range for each chip, cost the 
cost: string quality assurance tests 

Hughes Aircraft 
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1980s, Hughes Aircraft, military-grade hybrid 
computer chips (both digital and analog 
parts) at California, chips into fighter planes 
and air-to-air missiles, very good business, 
$300 - $5000 range for each chip, cost the 
cost: string quality assurance tests 

two kind of tests; functionality and resistance 
(shock, high temp, moisture), 10% percent 
of chips fail at least one of these tests, 
common problem: defective seal (moisture 
in) -> called “leakers” 

Hughes Aircraft 
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Margaret Goodearl and Donald LaRue supervising testing area, 
company hired Ruth Ibarra as an independent quality control 
agent 

August 1986, floor worker Lisa Gartner found a leaker, Donald 
LaRue ordered her to pass the chip, Gartner –> Goodearl -> 
upper management, management threatened Goodearl to 
reveal the identity of worker 

+2 months, LaRue ordered another floor worker Shirley Riddick to 
reseal some leaker chips, Riddick -> Goodearl -> upper 
management, management threatened to fire Goodearl if she 
continues this pattern 

then Goodearl and Ibarra found some boxes of chips with blank 
paperwork (no tests) -> upper management, they told her that 
“she was no longer part of team”, Goodearl filed a formal 
harrassment complaint, mid-level personnel manager called her 
and said “If you ever do anything like that again, I will fire your 
ass” 

Hughes Aircraft 
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Goodearl’s performance evaluations were 
always “excellent” dropped sharply as soon 
as she began complaining about irregularities 
in chip testing facility 

late 1986, Goodearl and Ibarra contacted US 
Department of Justice, they advised them to 
find a clear fraud, they marked to defective 
chips and DoD re-tested chips and found 
them as leakers after delivery 

Ibarra left Hughes Aircraft in 1988, Hughes 
Aircraft fired Goodearl in 1989, Goodearl and 
Ibarra filed a civil suit against in 1990 

Hughes Aircraft 
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criminal investigation trial in 1992, Hughes 
Aircraft guilty, civil trial would clearly prevail, 
Hughes Aircraft went for negotiations with 
Goodearl and Ibarra 

+4 years later Hughes Aircraft paid $4,05 
million in damages, %22 of cost received by 
Goodearl and Ibarra ($891.000), legal fees 
also +$450000 

Goodearl and her husband bankrupt and 
divorced later on, Ibarra and her husband 
went on welfare until they could find work 

Hughes Aircraft 
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despite these hardships, both whistleblowers 
said they “would do it all again.”, 1996 

Hughes Aircraft 
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Ford Pinto failure 

competition against Japanese cars with same price 
around $2000 (they also got bonuses from Nixon) 
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tests), 1971 first sell 
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Ford Pinto failure 

gas tank found defective, instead of calling them 
(more costly!?) they go ahead to cover trials with a 
blunt calculation (cheaper!?) <- cost/benefit analysis 

design in 60s, safety test problem (windshield fail), 
maneuver crash impact to gas tank (loophole in 
tests), 1971 first sell 

August 10, 1978; struck from 
behind, gas tank explodes, 
two sisters Judy (18) & 
Lynn (16) and their cousin 
Donna (18) Ulrich burnt to 
death 
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Ford Pinto failure 

Lee Iacocca 

( 1924 – ) 

businessman,                                    
former Ford chairman,                     

former Chrysler president 
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primary motivation is important, ok until no 
raise or promotion or ok until realize that 
things are getting worse 

morality of whistleblowing 
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DeGeorge’s 5 questions: (ask your self before) 

1) do you believe the problem may result in “serious 
and considerable harm to the public”? 

2) have you told your manager your concerns about 
the potential harm? 

3) have you tried every possible channel within the 
organization to resolve the problem? 

4) have you documented your evidence that would 
persuade a neutral outsider that your view is 
correct? 

5) are you reasonably sure that if you bring this 
matter to public attention, something can be done to 
prevent the anticipated harm? 

whistleblowing as a moral duty 

have right 

have duty 
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non-professional -> gun for hire argument 

selling his/her expertise to do anything anyone wants 
as long as it is legal (not likely to result in 
prosecution) and pays well 

expertise as a means and leaves it to others what ends 
will be pursued 

“as long as gun-for-hire does nothing illegal, 
there is nothing wrong” – staying “neutral”, 
discuss 

quickly and cheaper sw enforcing for marketing, 
computer experts are caught in the middle, gun-for-
hire approach: vulnerability to charlatan computer 
experts, professionalism issue 

guns for hire professionals 
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the ability and capacity to affect the world by 
their knowledge and their roles in 
organizations 

efficacy -> responsibility for safe and reliable 
computing for the sake of society and 
computer professionalism 

efficacy of computer professionals 
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role responsibility: assigned duties (bookkeeper to 
send invoices and pay bills on time) 

causal responsibility: action or inaction cause harm 
(Joe crashed network with his virus) 

legal responsibility: assigned by law (if your dog 
bites postal carrier) 

all can be exclusive (one personnel pays bills, others 
not) 

moral responsibility is not exclusive (if an infant is 
brought into home, both the mother and father are 
responsible for the baby’s well-being) 

moral responsibility 
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as moral responsibility cannot be exclusive, 
people cannot pass the buck by saying: 

“My boss made the final decision, not me.” 

“I just wrote the software; I wasn’t responsible 
for testing it.” 

Michael McFarland suggested: engineers 
helping each other by organizing in 
whistleblowing cases: 

“If whistleblowing should be done, and no 
individual has the strength to do it, then it 
must be done by a group acting collectively.” 

moral responsibility 
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